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ABSTRACT:  

This project involves building an attendance system which utilizes facial recognition to mark the presence,time-inand time-out of employees. It covers areas such 

as facial detection, alignment, recognition along with the development of the web application to cater to various use cases of the system such as registration of 

new employees, addition of photos to the training dataset, viewing attendance report etc. 

This project intends to serve as an efficient substitute for traditional manual attendance systems. It can be used in corporate offices, schools and organizations 

where security is essential. 

Introduction: 

Our project utilizes the YOLO model for the real time object detection with the use of embedded camera and then by using the Pyttsx library and 

speech recognition python package, the detected objects are notified to the user through the voice message. 

When implemented using a device having a camera and microphone/ speaker, this is going to guide and indicate the visually challenged people about 

their surroundings in a very efficient manner. 

Not only the objects but our project also recognises the faces of the known persons which are appearing in front of the visually challenged person. 

Our project is also capable of performing face recognition and object detection tasks by using a portable or mobile camera device connection to our 

model. 

Therefore, this prototype implementation will be used by the engineers for the welfare of the visually impaired people or those who are unable to see 

properly due to various vision disorders. 

Model 

This section of the paper consists of the different modules of our Vision Model and its working. 

A. Object Detection Module 

It is the first module of Virtual Drishti to detect the object appearing in front of the impaired person which is based on YOLO Algorithm. 

1. YOLO Algorithm 

Until now, we saw some very famous and well-performing architecture for Object detection. All these algorithms solved some problems mentioned at 

the beginning of this article but fail on the most important one i.e. Speed for real-time object detection. 

YOLO algorithm gives much better performance on all the parameters along with a high fps for real-time usage. YOLO algorithm is an algorithm based 

on regression, instead of selecting the interesting part of an image; it predicts classes as well as the bounding boxes for the whole image in one run of 

the Algorithm. 

 

2. Working of YOLO Algorithm 

 First, an image is taken and YOLO (You Only Look Once) algorithm is applied. In this example, the image is divided into grids of matrices. We can 

divide the image into any number of grids, depending on the complexity of the image. Once the image is divided, each one of the grids undergoes 

classification and localization of the object. The confidence score of each one of the grids is found. If there is no proper object found in the grid, then 

the confidence score and bounding box value of the grid will be zero or if there found an object in the grid then the objectness score will be 1 and the 

bounding box value will be its corresponding bounding values of the found object. The bounding box prediction is explained below. Also, Anchor 

boxes are used to increase object detection accuracy, which is also explained below in detail. 
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B. Face Recognition Module 

Face recognition consists of 3 phases: - Data collection, training and recognition. 

We have implemented this by keeping in mind that a blind person needs to have this so that he can identify who is near around him. This module will 

help to track who is in front of him and it can track multiple people too. 

Steps included:- 

1. Testing our Camera:- 

Once we have OpenCV installed in our RPi let’s test to confirm that our camera is working properly. Assuming that the PiCam has already installed. 

The code will capture the video stream that will be generated by our PiCam, displaying both, in BGR colour and Grey model. To finish the program, we 

must press the key [ESC] on our keyboard. Click our mouse on the video window, before pressing [ESC]. 

2. Face Detection:- 

The most basic task on Face Recognition is indeed, Face Detecting. Before anything, we just need to capture an image in order to recognize the face. 

The most used way to detect a face is using the Haar feature-based cascade classifier. Object Detection using Haar cascade classifiers is a great object 

detection method given by Paul Viola, Realtime Object Detection using a Boosted Cascade of an ordinary feature. It is a machine learning technique 

where a cascade function is trained by gathering a lot of positive and negative images. It is then used to detect objects and faces in other pictures. 

Here we have done a job over face detection. Initially, the LBPH algorithm needs a lot of positive images or images of faces and negative images or 

images without faces to train the classifier. Then we have to gather the features from it. The beneficial part is that OpenCV comes with a trainer as well 

as a detector in the inbuilt. If we want to train our own classifier for any object like cars, planes, etc. we can use OpenCV to create it. 

We have to call the classifier function, passing it the most important parameters, as scale factor, the number of neighbours and minimum size of the 

detected face, and even the dimension (co-ordinates). Grey is the input for generating the grayscale image. ScaleFactor is the parameter specifying how 

much the image size is reduced at each image scale, minNeighbors is a parameter calculating no of neighbours every candidate rectangle will have. A 

greater number gives fewer false positives, minSize is the minimum requirement for the rectangle size for the consideration of a face. 

If faces are found, it returns the positions of detected faces as a rectangle with the corners (X,Y) and having “W” as its Width and “H” as its Height ==> 

(X,,Y,W,H). 

3. Data Gathering:- 

It is done by the first phase of our module. 20 images are being taken and are converted into greyscale for training purposes. 

4. Recognizer:- 

Now, we reached the final phase of our module. Here, we have captured a fresh face on our camera and if the person had his face captured and trained 

before, our recognizer will make a prediction returning its id and an index no that is showcased during the presentation, index number shows how 

confident the recognizer is with this match. 

The recognizer predict (), will take as a parameter a captured portion of the face to be analyzed and will return its probable name, indicating its id and 

how much confidence the recognizer is in relation with this prediction. And at last, if the recognizer is able to predict the face, we put a text over the 

image with the probable name and how much is the probability in % that the match is correctly found (“probability” = 100 — confidence index 

number). If not found, an “unknown” label is put on the face in real-time. 
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Results & Conclusion 

To find the obstacle in front of a person we used the YOLO model which is far descent and is pre-trained. YOLO model also saved our time for 

collection of various data (objects around us) and made this project work in that short period of time. Its accuracy is around 70-80% which is good. 

 

 We are planning on developing an embedded system to make this project more feasible and work perfectly. A blind person can always use this 

embedded spectacles for his/her day to day chores.  

To find faces in a real time scenario we used OpenCV and it also did a pretty amazing job. Its accuracy is around 80 % and it can detect faces in real 

time. 

With the combination of these 2 we are able to build a prototype that can be used by a blind person to get a virtual vision. With our efforts, we hope we 

can do something for the welfare of the visually impaired society. 

FUTURE WORK: 

In the future we are planning to implement our work in a more realistic way. We plan to make a fully working spectacle that has camera, speaker and a 

microphone inbuilt so that the camera capture the image of obstacle and with the help of speaker the blind person can get information about who is in 

front of him. 

A Bluetooth device or some other connectivity tool will be used to send information to a phone. The phone will process the information with the help of 

our current model and then it will again send the outcome to the spectacle to narrate who is in front of the person. 
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